
“The habit is being able to understand that 
you’re not selling the customer, you’re serving
the customer to a better need, to a better want, 
to a desire. You’re giving them something, or 
offering them a solution to a problem they have.”

“Curiosity. Digging very deep into what is behind
the product or the service. Not just what benefits 
it offers, but the entire narrative that surrounds it.”

“They need to be resilient. Sales reps have
to make sure that whatever is happening
behind the scenes of their life is not going
to come front and center when they are
in a sales meeting or serving a client”

“Scrappy for me is beyond grit. It’s willing to go
outside what you normally do so that you can
create luck, so you can position yourself to make
good things happen.”

“Being able to tell a compelling story is the
number one thing that any salesperson needs
to master. It’s about making what you are selling
or what solution you’re providing relevant to your
prospect or your target.”

“Getting better every meeting. The best sales 
executives I’ve seen really work really hard 
to prepare for every meeting.”

“Taking notes. It is an outdated technique, a lot
of people think that they can do it electronically,
but taking good notes is one of the key skills
that a sales professional needs to master.”
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